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By Jeff Leak/The Observer ,

News
School year news headlines range from

NEW BOD - Daren Hecker, Lisa Mollett, Mike Caine, Joe Dixon and Jeff Morris began their one-year terms in
March. Their first quarter was action packed, as the new board began work on a new consitituion, initiated an
incorporation petititon drive and sponsored a controversial X-rated movie.
Like most. the school year 1983-84 at Central
Washington University was a busy one.
In this, the final edition of The Observer for spring
quarter, we will recount the major events of the year as
recorded in the pages of the campus newspaper.

October
Dean retires
Having served as chief of Central's largest college for
over a decade, Dr. Burton Williams announced his
retirement as dean of the College of Letters, Arts and
Sciences in October.
Williams said he feels the need to be closer to ''the
core of Central," which he considers is the students.
"I prefer teaching, research and writing to the
· growing bureaucratic requirements,'' he said.
After a two-quarter retraining leave, Williams will
return to the school's faculty to assume teaching
responsibilities next fall.
Gorton visits
U.S. Sen. Slade Gorton, R-Wash, visited Central Oct.
1 to campaign for Sen. Dan Evans, who was seeking
the senatorial seat vacated by the death of Henry M.
Jackson.
During his one-day visit, Gorton attended a CWU
football game with Pacific Lutheran University and
pleged his support to the Wildcats, saying, "This is
going to be my team this year."
While in Ellensburg, Gorton fired sharp criticism at
then-U.S. Secretary of the Interior James Watt and
predicted that the controversial member of President
Reagan's cabinet would be removed before from office
before the end of the year. His prediction proved
accurate, as Watt resigned two months later.
Deli opens
Food Services opened a third dining facility on
Central's campus at the end of the month, specializing
in take-out delicatessen-style meals.
" The Depot Deli, located in Green Hall at the extreme
north end of campus, soon became the most popular
eating spot in town, as hour-long lines became
commonplace the day after the facility opened.
The deli, open only for dinner from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.,
has a menu which includes soups, sandwiches, salads
and other daily specials.

November
Reinstatement denied
Central's Board of Trustees rejected former Central
Professor G. Z. Refai's appeal for reinstatment at a
special meeting in November.
The trustees reaffirmed the 1982 decision to lay off
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the former associate professor of history, who came to
Central in 1971. The layoff, which became effective
Jan. 1. 1983, was a result of legislature-imposed
budget cuts to the university in 1982.
Refai later filed a lawsuit against the university for
rein~tatement, claiming the process for dismissal did
not allow him due process.

Student dies in accident
One Central student died and eight others were
injured when their car plunged over a 200-foot
embankment on Manastash Canyon Road Nov. 5.
Killed was Kevin Swier, 18, of Olympia. Those
injured included Bruce Stobie, Chris Baandt, Glen
Fling, Mary Case, Susan Cleven, Brian Clark. Issreal
Rodrequez and Gerald Harrison.
All nine were residents of Carmody-Munro Hall.
The accident occurred when the students' vehicle
skidded on ice approximately 20 miles west of
Ellensburg. The vehicle flew over the embankment
and all the students were thrown from the vehicle.

December
Central ranked 7th
Central Washington University tied for seventh in a
U.S. News and World Report survey of the nation's top
smaller comprehensive universities west of the
Mississippi River.
University prsidents across the country were asked
to rank the universities in their own category on the
basis of their knowledge of the quality of education at
those institutions and the general student life on each
campus.
Smaller comprehensive schools offer a liberal arts
program and at least one professional school, such as
teacher training. The magazine said academic
offerings at such schools are usually less broad and
enrollments smaller than those of the comprehensive
universities, ranked in a separate category.
"It's a tremendous boost to our spirits - for each of
us who invest our time, engergy and talent into this
institution to receive this kind of national
recognition," Central President Donald Garrity said.
Holmes scores victory
CWU secretary Peggy Holmes was one of nine
plainiffs in a comparable worth suit filed in 1981
against Washington state by a public employee's
union, which asked for $500 million in back pay and
immediate raises.
Holmes, said she was "really excited" about the
ruling, which concluded that workers in state jobs that
are filled primarily (at least 70 percent) by women have
been paid less than those in coµiparable, maledominated jobs.
Holmes was chairman of the, State Women's
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By Rick Spencer/The Observer

Committee in the 16,000-member Washington
Federation of State Employees Union until she left
CWU in February to accept a position as grievance
director for a Seattle-based union.

Empire Lines saves students
Empire Bus Lines connected Ellensburg to the rest of
the world in December as the bus service stepped in
and took over the Seattle and Spokane routes normally
covered by Greyhound.
Greyhound drivers went on strike in early
November, leaving CWU students and other
Ellensburg residents without any public
transportation out of the area.
Empire scheduled two daily runs from Ellensburg,
one east to Spokane and one west to Seattle.

January
Munson re-opens as a residence hall
Munson Hall, one of Central's oldest residence halls,
was reopened to accomodate an overflow of students at
the beginning of winter quarter.
Built in 1927, Munson had been a part of The
Conference Center the past several years but was
opened as a permanent residence hall when nearby
Muzzall Hall was turned over to The Conference
Center.
About half of the hall's residents moved from
Muzzall, while the other half are new students.
Munson is currently an all-male hall, one of two on
campus, but may become a co-ed hall in the future,
according to Jim Hollister, director of housing.
Central student sentenced for theft
Central student Frank M. Fisher, 25, was denied
reinstatement of probation privileges in January in
Kittitas County Superior Court and sentenced to
prison for up to five years.
Earlier, Fisher pleaded guilty to a charge of second
degree theft of an electronic scale from Dean Hall. At
that time he received a suspended five year sentence,
with a term of five years active probation and 60 days
in Kittitas County Jail.
He lost all probation privileges when he was
discovered to be in possession of marijuana upon reentering the jail one evening following a school release
granted by Kittitas County Superior Court Judge W.R.
Cole.
Student busted for drug possession
Ellensburg police seized approximately $70,000 to
$80,000 worth of marijuana from Central student
Blake Zumwalt's apartment at 304 E. Third Ave. Jan.
19.
According to Ellensburg Police Chief Larry Loveless,
Thursday, May 31, 1984
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national ranking to pornography
police found 35 marijuana plants, growing eqt.J.ipment
and three garbage bags of harvested marijuana in the
apartment.
At the time, Loveless speculated the seized
marijuana could be part of a major drug operation.

illness that plagued the campus for a week after the
event.
First thought to be food poisoning, the illness
eventually was diagnosed as a virus. The symptoms
included nausea, diarrhea, vomiting and cramps.
A Kittitas County Health Department spokesman
said the only common link between most .of those
contracting the illness was that they had attended the
Huey Lewis and the News concert at Nicholson
Pavilion two days earlier.
After several persons were treated at the emergency
room of Kittitas Valley Community Hospital, hospital
employees speculated the cause was food poisoning.
While that diagnosis later proved inaccurate, the
food poisoning rumors circulated throughout the
community and the state, helped by the fact that the
story was carried by a major wire service and was
reported by news media statewide.

Council recommends termination of program
The Council for Postsecondary Education (CPE)
recommended in early January the terminatio.n of
Central's religious studies program.
Eleanore Kenny, program analyst for the CPE, cited
the lack of students majoring in religious studies as the
reason the council felt a bachelor of arts degree in the
program was unnecessary.
Kenny said no new students would be admitted to
the program after the current academic year. However,
since most religious studies classes fulfill requirements
for other major~. and breadth requirements, few actual
courses will be deleted from class offerings, according
to Kenny.
"I think our major has justified itself," said Jay
Bachrach, director of the religious studies program.
"We've had several majors who have graduated and
have been satisfied with the program."
The proposal must now be acted on by the Central
Board of Trustees.

RHC controversy

February
WSL sponsors legislative hot line
The CWU chapter of the Washington Student Lobby
(WSL) sponsored a telephone hot line to state
legislators. The hot line was set up to encourage
students to tell their legislators how they feel on issues
affecting higher education.
.
The hotline, which was set up at the SUB
Information Booth, consisted of three stations.
The first listed students' legislative districts. The
second station had information on all the legislative
bills concerning higher education. The third station is
where the actual calling was done.
Then-WSL president Jeff Morris said t he h ot line wqs
the closest the WSL could come to doing the actual
phoning for the stud ents .

Faculty pay raise a pproved
Central's Board of Trustees approved a 2.89 percent
salary increase for all instructional faculty, which
became effective Feb. 1.
According to Courtney Jones, vice president for
financial affairs, the raise was provided by the
legislature to ra ise teaching salaries at Central,
Western Washington University and The Evergreen
State College to the salary-level of Eastern Washington
University's faculty.
Jones said Eastern's faculty had the highest average
faculty salary of the four regional schools.
The increase affected approximately 300 faculty
members. About 25 faculty members in noninstructional positions did not receive the raise.

By Jeff Leak/The Observer

CONTROVERSY - Doug Pahl was elected RHC
chair, then ousted in April, then reinstated in May.
seven points to win the title. Behind in the team
standings prior to the meet's final event, Central won
the 400-yard freestyle relay to squeak out the victory.
John Sayre won NAIA Swimmer of the Year honors
for the second straight year. Central's coach Bob
Gregson was named NAIA Coach of the Year.

Tavern employee murdered

Apri l
Obser ve it!
A new era in collegiate j ournalism began April 5 at
CWU, with Volume 1, Number 1 of The Observer,
Central's new official stu dent n ewspaper.
For 57 years the Campus Crier h a d been the official
pa per of CWU. Suffering from a poor reputation on
campus, it was buried after winter quarter a nd was
repla ced by The Observer.
Adviser Gil Neal said, "The Crier had fallen on hard
times. It needed a new image."
A group of upper division communication students,
led by Editor Alan Anderson, expressed an interest in
creating a new newspaper and The Observer was
conceived.
Communication Department Chairman Corwin King
said at the time of the change, "We expect this to be
the official studen t newspaper (at Central) for some
time."

Campus Network comes to Central
Campus Network (CN), "the first national show case
for student/faculty produced programs, ' ' began
broadcasting at Central in late February.
Fred Goodman, program acquisition mana ger, said
CN's programs are a "cut above standard television
programminng.
The network can be viewed at home an Channel 2
and in the SUB Ballroom on a 10-by-15-foot screen.
Goodman said the s ystem is called Videocenter and
offers "state-of-the-art projection and sound."
CN programming inclu des concerts, video shows
a nd a comedy show featuring improvisational acts
from n ightclubs around the nation.

March
Men's swim team takes NAIA title
Central's men's swim team became CWU's third
national championship team in early March by
winning the NAIA national swim meet in Arkadelphia,
Ark.
The Wildcats edged Drury College (Missouri) by
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In a controversial move, the Residence Hall Council
removed chairman-elect Doug Pahl from his office at a
meeting April 18 and scheduled a new election to fill
the vacancy.
Pahl was declared ineligible for the position after it
was discovered he had only lived on campus one
quarter prior to the election for officers. A rule
requiring two quarters of residence was adopted in
February but not included in the minutes of the
meeting. The rule was a contradiction of the
organization's current constitution.
The eligibility requirements were not read at the
meeting at which Pahl was elected, t he first one he had
ever attended.
Pahl contested the removal at the next regular
meeting and was reinstated by a two-thirds vote of the
members.
He said he doesn't expect any problems getting
support from officers or representatives when he takes
office next fall.
" I've got all this quarter to gain confidence," he said.

World premiere a disappointment
The world premiere of Greystoke: The Legend of
Tarzan, Lord of the Apes, which occurred on Central's
campus March 29, was considered a technical failure
by most who attended.
The movie premiered as a benefit for CWU professor
Roger Fouts' primate research laboratory. Fouts
arranged it while working as technical a dviser to the
film.

Riddled with technical difficulties, most stemming
from ina dequate projection equipment, the movie was
stopped on four separate occasions, the picture was
faint and the sound was garbled.
University Rela tion s director Larry Lium said the
35mm projectors the u n iversity u sed were rented from
a Seattle firm because the new film was not available in
16mm, the only projector format used at Central.

Huey Lewis disease?
The highly-successful Huey Lewis concert at Central
last month may have been the root of a mysterious

Ugly Bear tavern owner Clement B. Staloch pleaded
"not guilty by reason of insanity' ' in Kittitas County
Superior Court early this month to charges of firstdegree murder in connection with the shooting death
of a tavern employee.
Glen n " Plu g" Grunden, 75, a cardroom employee of
Staloch's , died April 20 after being shot twice. Officials
said one b ullet struck h im in t h e ba ck of the h ead, t he
other in the chest. The b ullets were fired from a
38 -ca liber der ringer ha ndgun.
Reports filed with the county prosecutor's office
indicate the gun wa s reloaded between shots.
Sources close to the investiga tion said there wa s no
animosity between the men and, a pparently, there was
no direct argument between them before the incident.
Witnesses said Sta loch entered the tavern and was
"having a fit." As one patron telephoned for an
ambulance because Staloch appeared to be having a
seizure of some sort, Grunden wa s shot.
Assistant Prosecuting Attorney David Gorrie sa id no
motive for the shooting was apparent.

May
BOD member p leads gu ilty
Central Board of Directors Vice President J oe Dixon
pleaded gu ilty to a charge of disorderly conduct in
Kittitas County Superior Court last month.
Dixon, the ASC a ctivities director, wa s arrested April
18 wh en he was found urinating near the driveway of
the 7-Eleven convenience store on 10th Avenue.
The 20-year-old junior from Renton plea ded guilty
and was fined $10 plus court costs.

BOD begins incorporation move
Central's Board of Directors kicked off a petition
drive May 10 to approve the incorporation of the
Associated Students of Central.
Members of the board said. the main advantage of
incorporation would be an increased revenue base for

See NEWS, page SA.
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By Kris EriksonfThe Observer

OBSERVE IT! - The Observer replaced the 57-year-old Campus Crier
as Central's official student newspaper in April. The Observer brought
with it color, expanded coverage and a completely new, modern format.

By Rick SpencerfThe Observer

HUEY BRINGS THE NEWS - Hµey Lewis displays
his talents with a harmonica during a concert in
Nicholson Pavilion April 12.

By Randy AndersonfThe Observer
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By Rick SpencerfThe Observer

NATIONAL CHAMPIONS - Robin MacAlpine and Greg Ford join coach Eric Beardsley after bringing home nat1ona1
wrestling championships in their respective weight classes in March. The two titles were the 13th and 14th individual
champions Beardsley has coached in his 25 years at CWU.

HMMMMM - Legenqary blues singer Joe Williams
performed at McConnell Auditorium the same night
Huey Lewis rocked Central.

By Kaid Skerlong/Campus Crier

A TOUCH OF EUROPE - Hertz Music Hall finally received its
long-awaited pipe organ. The organ, hand-crafted in Eugene, Ore.,
is said to be one of the finest of its type.

----~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_,J
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MURDER - Clement B. Staloc_h, qwn,er of th.e Ugly Bear tav_ern, pleaded not-guilty by reason of
insanity to charges of fi rst degree murder in connection with the shooting death of an Ugly Bear
cardroom employee in April.

By Randy AndersonfThe Observer

BIG BUST - Ellensburg Police Cheif Larry Loveless inspects marijuana estimated to be worth approximately
$70,000 to $80,000 in street value, which was seized from Central student Blake Zumwalt's apartment on East
Third Avenue early in winter quarter.

___. .;.._
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Entertainment

READY FOR HOLLYWOOD? - Dr. Roger Fouts with his wife Debbie and chimp Dar gear up for the new Tarzan
Movie. Fouts served as technical adviser for the film Greystoke: The Legend of Tarzan, Lord of the Apes. The film's
world premiere at Central turned out to be a technical nightmare.

By Kris Erikson/The Observer

Huey Lewis concert tops·social events
Lewis concert biggest ever
Pegged as the "biggest concert ever on Central's
campus" by John Drinkwater, director of student
activities, Huey Lewis delivered the News to a capacity
crowd on April 12 at Nicholson Pavilion.
Lewis' performance at Central was one of
approximately 110 stops the band made on its first
headlining tour, which lasted about five months.
The San Francisco-based band formed five years ago
and its popularity has soared since the release of the
albumSports. Lewis attributes much of this success to
luck.
In concert, the band performed several songs off of
the Sports album, including "Walking On A Thin
Line," "Heart and Soul" and "I Want A New Drug."

final three went to the rhythm section of the choir.
According to Moawad, the musicians sang and
played their best at the competition in Berkeley.

New pipe organ for Hertz
When Hertz Recital Hall was built in 1963, a pipe
organ was to be a part of the building. This year that
plan became a reality.
The organ was handcrafted by Coulter Organ
Company of Eugene, Ore.
The organ had been funded through the 1979-81
capital budget.
There are 10 student organists at Central, according
to Henry Eickhoff, CWU music professor. He said he
hopes the new organ will attract more students to the
music department.

a row by Downbeat Magazine. He is still active today
playing concerts, clubs and jazz festivals.

Local band breaks up
Lucky Pierre, a local Ellensburg band, had its final
performance in the Kittitas Valley on April 21 at the
Ranch Tavern.
After nine years, the band is breaking up. According
to Keith Wohlford, bass and vocals, there is no specific
reason for the break-up.
Over the years, the band has played in several
"good-time bars," as well as at CWU.
Even though the band broke up, Wohlford said that
none of the members is done playing music.
Their last performance ever as Lucky Pierre was
April 28 at the Tides Tavern in Gig Harbor.

Greystoke premieres at Central

Greystoke: The Legend of Tarzan, Lord of the Apes
premiered to a capacity crowd at Central's McConnell Charlie Daniels Band performs homecoming
concert
Auditorium on Thursday; March 29.
The Charlie Daniels Band performed at Central on
Although there were annoying technical problems
during the world premiere, the film itself was a Oct. 8 in Nicholson Pavilion for the year's homecoming
concert.
success.
Both the technical aspect of the show and the songs
Some of the chimps in the film are actually human
portrayals of chimps. Roger Fouts, CWU psychology performed were spectacular, according to one
professor, designed the chimp costumes and served as reviewer.
technical adviser for the film.
The showing of Greystoke brought in about $7 ,000
which will be used to help finance an outdoor Fourth Lipsync competition staged
Lipsync 1983 was Oct. 14 at McConnell Auditorium.
compound that Fouts is planning to build for his world"The
Cannibals" took first place in the competiton,
famo~s signing c:himps.
followed by "Devo." "Space Cowboys" came in third,
"The Tubes" came in fourth and fifth place went to
"The Charlie Daniels Band."
Jazz groups are big winners at festival
Lipsync 1983 was aireci livP on KCWU, channel 2.
CWU's jazz band and vocal jazz ensemble, both
under the direction of music professor John Moawad,
collectively brought home three of the five trophies
awarded to performing groups at the Pacific Coast Blues singer performs at Central
Legendary blues singer Joe Williams performed for a
Collegiate Jazz Festival in Berkeley, Calif.
The jazz band took second in its division behind Cal- near-capacity crowd with the CWU jazz band, directed
State University, Northridge of Los Angeles. The vocal. by John Moawad, on April 12 in McConnell
jazz ensemble took first in its division and also Auditorium.
Williams, 64, began his professional career in 1937.
received the Sweepstake Award, which is given to the
His association with the Count Basie Band started in
best overall performing group.
Central jazz musicians also received 10 of 12 1950 and continued until 1961, when his solo career
Outstanding Musician Awards at the festival. Three was born.
Williams was voted the best blues singer five years in
went to band members, four went to singers and the
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Dizzy Gillespie headlines Jazz Night
John Birks "Dizzy" Gillespie, acclaimed jazz
trumpet artist, headlined CWU's Jazz Night
performance on Dec. 2 in McConnell Auditorium.
Gillespie's interest in music began at an early age.
Throughout his musical career he has played with big
bands featuring such artists as Ella Fitzgerald, Duke
Ellington and Charlie Barnet.
Gillespie, known as one of the foremost creators of
"bebop," is a devout humanitarian and author. His
autobiography, To Be or Not to Bop, has received
national recognition.
CWU's jazz band , directed by John Moawad,
performed six pieces with Gillespie. The band, along
with the vocal jazz ensemble. also under Moawad's
direction, performed other pieces as well.

West Side Story performed in McConnell

In a joint production of the drama and music
departments, West Side Story was performed on
Jan.20, 21. 27 and 28 in McConnell Auditorium.
The story, which follows the interaction between two
battling gangs, the Sharks and the Jets, was directed
by Richard Leinaweaver.
Sidney Nesselroad was the musical director, Beverly
Ormbrek was the choreographer and Jim Hawkins
was the costume designer.

Thursday, May 31, 1984

Sports
Swim title highlights sports year

WE'RE NUMBER ONE - CWU President Donald Garrity and swimmer Nancy Simmerly show off the championship
banner the men's swim team brought back from the NAIA national swim meet in Arkadelphia, Ark. in March.
While the 1982-83 athletic season at Central will
undoubtedly go down as the year of the ineligible
player, 1983-84 was a pleasant reversal to the
turbulent times that rocked Central athletics a year
ago.
Last year Central's baseball and basketball teams
were forced to forfeit 42 total games between them in a
pair of incidents involving ineligible players.
Basketball was the most costly, keeping the 'Cats
from the national NAIA basketball tournament where
they were expected to be a contender for the national
championship. Their record went from 26-4 to 7-23
with the 19 forfeits.
And Central's baseball team, runnerup in the
District 1 championships last year, forfeited 22 wins
and a tie to move its record from 25-20~ 1 to 3-43.
This year Central kept its nose clean, although
coaching resignations seemed to take over the
limelight. The resignations of wrestling coach Eric
Beardsley and football coach Mike Dunbar were both
big blows to Central's athletic department.
But despite Central's losses, the top story of the year
was one of victory. Central's men's swimming team,
national NAIA champions this year, was the top CWU
sports story of the year. It was the third time Central
has had a national team champion in the school's
history.
John Say~e led the way with three individual titles,
while John Br.y ant also won a national championship.
Central's women finished fifth in the meet.
And in addition, two wrestlers - Greg Ford and
Robin MacAlpine - were national champions as well,
giving Beardsley the distinction of coaching more
national champions than any other wrestling coach in
NAIA history.
The top 10 Central sports stories of the year follow.
Needless to say, it was a very good year for Central
athletics.

Men's swim team wins national crown
Central's men's swim team overcame several problems that cropped up along the way and became the
school's third national athletic champion by winning
the NAIA championship meet in Arkadelphia, Ark., in
March. In addition, Central's women's team finished
'fifth.
The Wildcats were behind in the team standings
entering the meet's final event - the 400:meter
freestyle relay. But the 'Cats won the event to edged
Drury College of Missouri by seven points to win the
team title.
It was the swimming program's first national championship in 25 years of existence.

Winning the championship was the major accomplishment, but the problems the team overcame
were noteworthy themselves.
Central c~uldn't swim in its own swimming pool
much of the season because it was drained for repairs
to the ceiling at the swimming complex. And illness
toward the end of the season kept one swimmer and
nearly kept several others from competing at the national meet.
But things worked out for the best anyway.
"Everything went perfect," Central coach Bob
Gregson said. "It was just a perfect finish."
Central swimmer John Sayre was named the NAIA
Swimmer of the Year for the second straight year after
he won three individual titles and swam on Central's
two national championship relay teams. The relay
championships were the first in Central swimming
history.
Coach Bob Gregson was named NAIA Coach of the
Year for the third time in 18 years. His men's te.a ms
placed second on three earlier occasions and fourth in
1983.
Also w;inning a national title for Central was John
Bryant. Sayre and Mary Alice Lehning were both named to the NAIA Academic All-American team.

Dunbar resigns; Parry back .
Mike Dunbar, after just one season as Central's head
football coach, resigned two weeks ago to become an
assistant at the University of Massachusetts.
Tom Parry, whom Dunbar replaced as head coach
last year, will be Central's coach next season. Parry
coached Central for 17 years before resigning in
January of 1983.
Dunbar's move may have also opened a teaching
position for first-year Central baseball coach Dale
Ehler. Ehler, working on a part-time basis for Central,
said he would return only if a teaching position opened
on CWU's physical education staff.
Dunbar finished 8-2 in his lone season as the
Wilcats' head coach. Central just missed a post-season
playoff spot after finishing the season ranked 14th in
the NAIA football rankings.
Dunbar was also Central's baseball coach in 1982
and 1983.
Beardsley allowed to step down Eric Beardsley,
Central's only wrestling coach in the program's
2$-year history, was finally allowed to resign as head
coach in early May.
The announcement of his offical resignation ended
two months of waiting for the 59-year-old Beardsley

after he unformally announced his resignation following wrestling season in March.
He was replaced by Scott Ricardo, Central's offensive
coordinator in football and Beardsley's assistant last
season. Under the stipulations of his resignation
Beardsley will remain on the coaching staff as'
Ricardo's assistant.
"We need a younger guy in there who has a lot of
energy," added Beardsley, who coached Central to
NAIA championships in 1971and1974. "He wants to
make a success of it. We have a great tradition and we
want to continue it."
In addition to NAIA national championships in 1971
and 1974, Beardsley has coached an NAIA record 14
individual national championships. He has also been
named to the NAIA, Central and Yakima Valley Community College halls of fame.

MacAlpine, Ford wrestling champs
Robin MacAlpine and Greg Ford were longshots, but
came away from the NAIA wrestling tournament in
March with the 13th and 14th individual titles in Central history.
MacAlpine and Ford both defeated defending champions and came from behind in matches against Central Oklahoma wrestlers en route to their championships. Central Oklahoma was the host team and also
won the national team title.
Central finished seventh in the team standings.
Winners honored; 'Cats earn KC trip
Central athletics enjoyed its biggest night of the year
March 5 at Nicholson Pavilion.
In that one night alone, Central' s national championship swimming team and its two national championship wrestlers were honored at halftime of Central's
NAIA District 1 championship game against Pacific
Luthern University.
That game, which the Wildcats won 58-54, also
earned Central and Coach Dean Nicholson yet another
trip to the national NAIA basketball tournament in
Kansas City, Mo.
Members of the men's and women's swimming
teams displayed the championship banner to a nearcapacity crowd at Nicholson Pavilion. Several
members spoke to the audience as did national wrestling champions Robin MacAlpine and Greg Ford and
coach Eric Beard~ley.
The outcome of the basketball game was icing on top
of Central's congrrtulatory cake. It was the 18th berth
See SPORTS, page SA.
The Observer - 7A
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From page 3A.

the ASC.
Daren Hecker, BOD vice president and director of
finance, said the ASC is so restricted by its current
allocations from the services and activities budget
that, at best, it can only maintain current programs.
To be successful, the petition -must gather the
signatures of 51 percent of the on-campus students.
Central's student body is currently the only one of
Washington's four-year institutions not incorporated.

BOD schedules porn flick
For the first time in more than a year. the Associated
Students of Central Board of Directors approved the
showing of a pornographic movie on campus.
The movie, Outlaw Ladies, was shown May 24 in the
SUB Theater.
The decision to show the film was a reversal of a
decision made by winter quarter's board to omit it
from the spring quarter ASC film series.
Board members voting in favor of sponsorship said
they wanted students to make the ir own moral
judgments concerning pornography but maintained
they were not condoning seeing a pornographic movie.
Board members against the move said they were
concerned about the timing of the movie and the
possible controversy it could create, considering the
ASC incorporation petition drive under way at the
time.
Goodall negotiates with CWU
Central Washington University officials stepped up
negotiations in early May with Dr. Jane Goodall in an
effort to secure a teaching or lecturing contract with
the the world-renowned primate researcher.
Central has considered the possibility of offering
Goodall a position at the university since she was on
campus during spring quarter 1983.
Robert Brown, acting dean of the College of Letters,
Arts and Sciences. met with Goodall when she visited
the campus earlier this month. He said the university
is in the process of negotiating a contract with Goodall
which would include regular lectures and visits to
CWU when she is in the country.
Brown said he is waiting for a response from Goodall
before any formal announcement will be made.
New policy being considered
Students will not be allowed to posess firearms while
on campus if a new policy being considered by the
univers.ity is adopted.
Under the policy, which received a public hearing
May 22, students would be required to leave guns in
the posession of the campus police department.
Currently, they are checked in with residence hall or
apartment managers.
The firearms would be kept in a storage facility and
could be carried on campus only when traveling to or
from the facility.

Sports

From page 7A.

to nationals for Central, including Nicholson's 17th as
coach.

Sayre retires from swimming
In a surprise announcement earlier this quarter,
Central swimming sensation John Sayre retired from
swimming, thus ending his bid to qualify for the Olympic games this summer in Los Angeles.
Sayre was to attend the Olympic trials in hopes of
qualifying for the Olympics in the 400-meter individual medley. He had been tabbed as one of the top
three 400 IM swimmers in the nation. Only the top two
earn Olympic berths.
With his newfound time, Sayre has been training for
the Whiskey Dick Triathlon in Kittitas County this
summer. He has also been helping Central with
recruiting and has been finishing his degree this spring.
Players, coach caught drinking
Five Central football players were suspended from
the team last fall after they were caught drinking on a
team van while returning from a football game at
Simon Fraser University.
In addition, Central assistant coach Dan Kelleher
was fired following the incident.
The suspended players included center Jim Connolly, wide receivers Bill Evans and Brad Crotto, defensive
SA -
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Ellensburg is caught in an unusual light in this late-night scene. The neon sign belongs to Johnson's
Auto Glass on Main Street.

back Les McCulley and linebacker Ken Christie.
The suspensions came while the Wildcats were
fighting for a spot in the NAIA playoffs. Although three
of the suspended players were starters, Central still
finished the season with two impressive victories but
failed to gain a playoff berth.

Last year St. Martin's coach Joe Meagher reveal~d
just before the national NAIA basketball tournament
that Central was using an ineligible player. The 'Cats
had defeated the Saints in a best-of-three series to
determine the District 1 championship and a berth to
the national tourney.
The 'Cats, which many believed had an excellent
chance at placing high in the tournament, were forced
Central whips PLU
to sit out b~cause . of Meagher's findings. Thus the
Central's football team recorded it biggest win of the revenge factor.
season early in the season when it defeated Pacific
"We wanted to beat them as bad as we could," CenLutheran University at Tomlinson Field Oct. 1.
tral's Ken Bunton said. "Revenge had a lot to do with
PLU, NAIA Division II champions in 1982, went into the final score."
the game ranked fourth in the NAIA football poll. The
Lutes went on to take second in the Division II championships at the Tacoma Dome last December.
Harshman becomes All-American
Central, 3-0 after the PLU game, lost two games and
Central long distance runner Paul Harshman earned
just missed an NAIA playoff berth. Central finished All-American status by placing third in the
14th in the final NAIA poll but needed to be in the top 10,000-meter run last week at the national NAIA track .
eight to earn a playoff spot.
and field championships at Charleston, W.Va.
Central defensive tackle Tim DeGross was named to
The senior from Seattle ran the race in 30:07.
the NAIA All-American second team. DeGross, along finishing behind first-place finisher Sam Montoya of
with defensive back Mark Bergsma, was also named to Adams State with a time of 29:22. Harshman had the
the Academic All-American team.
best time in the nation entering the NAIA meet at
29:41.
In addition, Harshman finished seventh in the 5,000
'Cats get revenge over St. Martin's
In a game Central basketball players and fans looked meters. just shy of becoming a double All-American.
forward to the entire season, the 'Cats got revenge over Only the top six finishers earn All-American honors.
Also competing at the national meet for Central was
St. Martin's University in a 122-66 trouncing of the
Saints before a packed and boisterous crowd at Lona Joslin, who finished 11th in the seven-event
decathlon.·
Nicholson Pavilion
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Look Mom, No Hands!
Central Washington Unviersity student Bruce JohnsQn does some tricks
while water skiing on the Columbia River this past weekend. Johnson was
among thousands who scrambled to Vantage to find a cure for the hot

weather that pounded the Kittitas Valley Memorial Day Weekend · when
area thermometers exceeded the 90 degree mark. The weatherman
predicts more of the same for the weekend ahead.

Anderson named
comm student
of the year

Central senior Alan Anderson was
awarded the 1984 $1,500 merit award from
the Saul and Dayee G. Haas Foundation last
week.
Anderson, who took over as editor of The
Observer at the beginning of spring quarter,
was designated the outstanding
communication student of the year by the
CWU communication faculty. Candidates
are judged on "academic achievement,
demonstrated ability to progress in and
contribute to advancement in the field of
communications, and excellence in
personal quality and character," a faculty
spokesman said.

A senior majoring in print journalism,
Anderson served on the staff of the Campus
Crier a total of four quarters prior to this
year. He was also .editor of CWU Auxiliary
Services' newspaper Residence Life during
winter quarter. In addition. Anderson
worked as the Ellensburg correspondent to
the Yakima Herald-Republic in 1982.
Anderson is the fifth winner of the annual
award, established at Central by Mrs. Haas
in 1979. Mr. Haas was the owner of radio
and television stations in Seattle, and his
foundation provides grants and award
programs to Washington universities that
offer degrees in mass communications.
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Senate investigating semester system
By SUSAN COTTMAN
Of The Observer

I

t

The faculty senate academic affairs
committee is investigating the effects of
switching from the quarter to semester
system. according to senate Chairman Phil
Backlund.
The president's advisory council
requested that the committee research the
semester
system
and
made
recommendations. he said.
David Shorr, committee chairman and
education professor. said Central 's
investigation is part of a statewide process to
examine a switch to the semester system by
all community colleges and four-year
universities except Washington State
University (WSU).
WSU is the only public state college
currently on the semester system.
Shorr said about 60 percent of the nation's
four-year public universities have semester
systems. Central belongs to the 25 percent
with quarter systems, while the remaining
15 percent have other systems, he said.
Backlund said the committee probably
will make its recommendation to the full
senate by the end of this academic year.
He said he doesn't expect the senate to
make a recommendation to the advisory
council until next fall. The council would
then bring a recommendation to the board
of trustees.
Schorr and Backlund stressed Central is
preparing only a recommendation.
"Whether or not the university would
recommend it (a switch to the semester
system) is up in the air - we 're no t that far
yet," Schorr said. "It doesn't mean (Central)
would act on it."
Schorr said ultimate authority tc;> make
the change would rest with the state.

"Even if the state decided on the
semester, there would be a minimum time
of two years (for a changeover)," he said.
"And who knows even if the state would
make a decision?''
Edward Harrington. vice president for
academic affairs, said the issue of changing
to a semester system surfaces each year.
Harrington said the investigation ' s
purpose is to establish Central's position on
the issue and to have current information
about other schools' policies throughout the
nation.
The three named several advantages and
disadvantages of the semester system.
Harrington said a semester system saves
money because it requires two registration
periods instead of the three needed for the
quarter system.
Backlund said some faculty think
semesters are more beneficial because
students have 15 instead of 10 weeks to
study a subject.
Shorr said faculty wouldn't have to spend
as much time in pre-course preparation
because there would be fewer courses, and
there would be more time to teach students
individually.
He said students wouldn't lose credits
during a switch to semesters.
Since semester courses are the largest
market for textbook publishers, 90 percent
of university textbooks are written for them,
Shorr said.
However, one drawback is the changeover
itself.
" It takes two to three years," Shorr said.
" It woulQ. be a monumental task, but not
impossible.''
He said every major and course would
have to be rewritten and all credits changed.
The semester system also reduces entry
times for new and transferring students.

since there are two semesters as opposed to
three quarters, Shorr said.
A criticism of WSU's system is that the
Christmas break occurs before the first
semester ends, he said. Students have to go
back after a long break to take finals.

However, Harrington said WSU will
abandon that next fall.
The first semester will begin in early
August instead of September and will end
before Christmas break. Classes will finish
in May instead of June, he said.

•
ASC porno movie
a box office flop
By TED ZURCHER
Of The Observer
The controversial X-rated film Outlaw
Ladies, which was sponsored by the
Associated Students of Central (ASC) last
week, turned out to be a box-office flop.
According to John Drinkwater. director
of student activities, the movie lost
approximately $80.
"The film grossed $393," Drinkwater
said at the Board of Directors (BOD)
regular meeting Tuesday. "But there was
an overhead of about $475."
Joe Dixon, BOD vice president and
activities director. said only nine people
attended the 3 o'clock showing Thursday
afternoon.
The film was originally included in the
ASC film series program by ASC films
coordinator David Blackwell to help
balance the financially ailing ASC films
portion of the spring quarter social
activities budget.
Blackwell told the BOD when he
proposed showing the film that the budget
was approximately $200 in the red. He

said X-rated films were historically the
most popular films shown on campus and
the estimated $1,000 revenue the film
would bring would help the film series
program considerably.
A full-scale controversy developed
when the board voted to sponsor the film
at its May 14 meeting. The BOD was split
in its decision to sponsor the film, with
president Mike Caine casting the deciding
vote in favor of the proposal.
The porno-sponsorship issue has been
in the news several times before. In past
years there have been two separate
elections asking if students support ASC
sponsorship of pornographic films .
The result each time indicated that
students did support ASC sponsorship,
which turned out to be a major argument
in favor of showing the film.
However, the low turnout may be a sign
student interest in pornographic films is
declining. Jeff Morris, vice president and
director of external affairs, suggested the
ASC record the incident as historical
evidence for future reference when
investigating the issue.
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I think many of us get so involved with out short term
goals (i.e. graduating from college. making money, etc.)
that our priorities get confused. I don't think any rational
human being can say that the survival of life on this planet
is not the most important and fundamental issue facing us
today.

Firearm policy
a logical move
The proposed firearms policy which would require
students to store their 1:1;uns in a secure facility while on
campus is a logical ~Lep toward solving an obvious
campus firearms problem.
Currently. students with guns are required to turn them
in to the apartment or residence hall manager and check
them out for use.
The proposed policy would be similar to the existing
one. but the firearms would be locked in a universityprovided storage facility and students could only carry
guns while traveling to or from the facility. Also, students
would have to provide identification to receive the firearm.
There's not a lot of difference. In either case, students
are not to have firearms in their rooms. But the proposal
shows a willingness to crack down on students who
choose to ignore that rule.
The major problem with the existing policy is that it
hasn't been enforced strictly enough. And accidents
happen.
Witness winter 1982, when Jay Latham was killed by a
good friend and roommate when a gun accidentally went
off during a "game" in their Student Village apartment.
The bullet hit Jay in the back of the head. He died within
minutes.
Or just this year, again in Student Village, when a
resident got upset and shot up his room. That young man
most likely would have been saved the embarrassment of
arrest and court appearances if only access to the gun had
been slightly more difficult.
Stiff penalties are the key to t'tie success of the proposal.
In order for the policy to work, it needs to be backed up by
steep enough fines - or even jail sentences - to
discourage ignoring it.
No one denies that there are legitimate uses for firearms.
Neither does anyone deny that going across campus to a
storage facility could be an inconvenience.
But a college campus. with 6,000 sometimes admittedly
less-than-rational residents, is not the place to carry a
gun.
A 10-minute walk is worth the added safety. The ducks,
or elk, or tin cans will wait.
It's corny. but the life you save may be your own. It was
Jay Latham's gun that killed him.

Inne rv i e w s

Editor:
I read the letter in last week's editorial section by
Joanne Schoettler on non-violent resistance and was very
pleased to see someone bring important social issues to
our attention.

It may be argued that the above statement of the issue is
exaggerated and our leaders would not allow this to happen or that nuclear war may be limited to only killing a
few million people.
First, our leaders may not press the button and Soviet
leaders may not either. but what if an accident occurs?
Several accidents have been recorded in the past to trigger our warning systems, such as a flock of geese flying
overhead or a microchip failure. Luckily, we had time to
verify these mistakes. but the increasing sophistication of
weapon systems and first-strike capabilities. our time to
verify is greatly limited.
Even in the event of an accident. all of our aresnals may
be released because we don't have time to be certain if an
attack is "real."
Second, I firmly believe that a nuclear war cannot be
limited. The main reason for this was recently brought to
our attention by Carl Sagan. He states that "nuclear
winter" will occur even with a limited exchange.
To simplify the theory, nuclear winter is the result of a
nuclear exchange. A cloud will cover the entire earth
blocking our sunlight, stopping photosynthesis and causing water to freeze. This would cause all life on this planet
to either freeze to death. die of starvation or thirst.
Even if we could hav'e a limited nuclear war, which we
cannot, let's look back at Hiroshima and Nagasaki and see
if that kind of destruction and deaths of innocent people is
permissable. I think it is not!
These are not things anyone likes to think about. I don't
like to think about them. It is frightening, but not as
frightening as the potential reality of a nuclear war. The
only way to stop this, is as Joanne said, to resist, actively,
especially by educating yourself and others. We must stop
this suicidal and homicidal course while we still have
time.
Linda Cooper
1107. "B" St.

Pornography viewers
supporting prostitution
Editor:
Your article in the last issue of The Observer on pornography stated that the protesters are letting their emotional feelings cloud their objectivity. This objector isn't
clouded by emotional feelings, just enraged at the apathy
in our political leaders.

Your idea that a person not attending the movie
shouldn't be concerned with the issue. is about as mature
as the notion that people not involved in war should turn
their backs and not be concerned by the consequences.
It's this exact naivete and complacency that will one day
destroy the lives of millions - smells like the attitude
about the concentration camps, or have we forgotten oops!
Pornography may not concern some, but it's their ignorance that keeps them blinded to the devastating
results. We are affected by everything we absorb - garbage in: garbage out. To say that one does not condone
pornography and then not stand against it, is contradiction and hypocricy.
To use the editor's analogy - if the " ... women who act
in a porno film are paid actors." not exploiting anyone but
themselves: they are engaged in prostitution and the
viewers are supporting their prostitution (see Websters).
Pornography is a violation of all women. Who can view it
without being affected and not view all women just a little
differently?
Gaylen Stewart
2101 N. Alder

Do women act in pornos
for the excellent benefits?
Editor:
In regard to your editorial of May 24, I am deeply
disturbed that the author admonishes the readership to be
objective about pornography and to consider only facts.
but then expresses several opinions without giving any
supporting data or references.
Anyone who seems to think these women are not exploited must be incredibly callous, incredibly naive, or
both.
Do you really think many women become porn actresses because they want to be or because of excellent
benefits?
Maybe one benefit might be that by doing a porn flick,
you could progress into better films. How many celebrities
can you think of who have progressed in this manner?
Perhaps the pay in the porn industry is fantastic. I've
heard Linda Lovelace received several hundred dollars for
doing Deep Throat. How many millions has the movie
brought in?
Your statement "women ... are paid actors. performing.
. . by their own choice" reminds me of the days child labor
or of illegal refugees doing piecework for less than
minimum wage in the garment district. Sure they get paid
A film worth viewing is definitely the Canadian
documentary entitled Not a Love Story. The film gives a
complete and accurate picture of facts and attitudes surroundii1g the porn industry and its exploitive nature. This
movie not only makes its point, but gives data and
references to support its position.
Kristofer Graap
Sue Lombard Hall

How do you fee• about the proposed policy banning firearms on campus?

Scott Goodey
Jr., Off-campus

Lori Woodke
Jr., Off-campus

Neil Stergeon
Sr., Off-campus

Patti Knutson
Soph., Student Village

Eric Baxter
Sr., Off-campus

Julie Magnotti
Jr., Off-campus

I feel that Its a hassle. to have to go
and pick up your gun at the the
Campus Safety Department whenever
you want It. I think It would destroy
your freedom. your right to keep and
bear arms. I wouldn't mind registering
them with the school so they know I
have them. but I'd want to keep them
myself.

1 think Its a good idea. In a situation
like a party when people get rowdy,
having a firearm around could result
In an accident.

I had one of my good friends shot In
the head here at school a couple of
years ago, all In fun, and that pretty
much speaks for Itself.

I think they should have to check
them In with Campus Safety. They
don' t have any need for a gun with
them In their room. 1 think It would
help with security.

1 think It's a good idea. The person
who owns It can probably handle
having a gun, but In a dorm someone
else could possibly gain access to It.
and that would create a potential
danger.

I don't think firearms should be on·
campus at all. I would assume the only·
reason someone would want them on
campus was for security. and we
already have campus police for that. If
you have them for hunting then I think
that you should have them checked In.
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Graduating seniors reflect on life at Central
By JEFF MORTON
Of The Observer
With two weeks to go in the school year.
graduating seniors have that last step to
take - into the real world (work).
In the years they have attended Central
they have experienced many moments they
will remember for the rest of their lives. Getting away from home and drinking all they
could, making up for their years under the
supervision of Mom and Dad.
Then coming to their last quarter and
realizing those good times are all behind
them and they will have more experiences
forthcoming.
The 1.600 or so graduates all will leave
Central with something they will cherish for
many years.
"The most memorable thing I will
cherish. will be the friends I have met over
the years," Nancy White, a Student Village
senior said. "Then those social functions
will be with me forever. The hard liquor parties and river floats.''
Senior Kim Patzold says her dad told her
that college friends are the ones you will
cherish forever and she believes that is coming true.
The graduates will soon realize the "what
ifs" when they seek that first job.
Patzold feels that things would have been
different if she had it to do over again.
"I look at it now and I realize that I didn't
put everything into school. I did all right but
I could have done better," Patzold said.
As one senior put it, "You only get out of it
what you put into it."
Many graduates felt that college was a
definite growing experience apd that it
made them a well-rounded person. Many expressed that they thought they "found
themselves" here. that being independent
and taking upon more responsibility were
the most contributing factors.
Graduates listed their education at a nine
on a scale of 10.
"My education was great. and I feel the
reason was because of the 'family' atmosphere between the professors and
myself." Patzold said. "I know friends I have
talked to feel the same way. You can talk to
them (professors) one on one and get the
answers to your questions."
Breadth requirements were one of the
most annoying to the graduates. Saying that
they wanted to jump into their major
without the basics.
Graduates all have that one experience
they wish they could forget but probably
never will. The list included one senior who
was sleep-walking in the nude and knocked
on her neighbors' door. Her neighbors were
men.

REFLECTIONS -

A graduating senior reminisces about her four years at Central.

Another graduate said his most embarrassing moment was when he was at his first
dorm dance and asked a girl to dance - at
least he thought he did. "She" turned out to
be a male with long hair.
When the graduates walk through commencement June 9, memories will seem
like just yesterday.
"These four years went by so fast, I just

can't believe that I have a college degree and
I am done with school forever," White said.
Patzold added, "We've had it so easy at
college. sure we had to work but we always
had free time. We always say we wish we
were out of school and working, but when
we start working for just peanuts those first
couple years. I know we are going to wish we
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were back in school."
Those graduating in two weeks will have
something to be proud of - they will be college graduates. They will have something
4,500 students at Central wish they had.
that degree and most important of all. the
memories and friends they will cherish
forever.
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Freshman year rewarding
By SCOTT ANDREWS
Of The Observer
Making it through everything from arena
registration to English 10 l to 50-mile-perhour wind gusts. you survived. The first
year of the so-called "Ellensburg experience" is over. As a freshman, the many
rumors heard about Central have now had a
chance to be proven - or disproven.
Just what were those premonitions and
how did the facts turn out?
According to freshmen surveyed, the first
year at Central has been a rewarding one.
In the academic sense, most were
prepared for more rigorous testing and studying, although Mike Spurr. a first.year
transfer from Williamette remarked. "I
thought Central would be much easier than
last year at Willamette. It's not."
The majority of the rest, not previously attending college. thought they would have to
"crack down and really study," as Joan, a
Carmody-Munro resident said.
Most found college "nothing like the overexaggerated. five-hour study sessions 9r
flunk stories," said Heidi Kosa.
As for testing, the majority of freshmen
said they expected "mostly essay" exams.
when actually. most have had a far greater
percentage of multiple choice tests. But all
agreed that the multiple choice tests were
just as difficult as essay tests.
In addition. many felt a greater emphasis
would be put on finals. Of all surveyed,
fewer than 25 percent had yet taken"- comprehensive final.
Premonitions about college teaching compared to high school also proved to be different than reality. Most agreed college professors know more about their subject than
high school teachers, but many .said they
found that professors don't seem to be as in-

terested in the student as high school
teachers were.
Many also thought the class structure
would be more formal than what is actually
the case.
"One of my teachers stood on his head,"
said Tracy Cram, illustrating the informality
of some classes.
On the social side, everyone polled was
quick to note the overwhelming degree of
friendliness toward others.
"It doesn't matter if you're short. tall, fat,
skinny. 18 or 21; everyone is friendly for the
most part to everyone else,'' said one
freshman.
All said the social atmosphere at college is
more pleasant than the former high school
climate. mostly because of the disappearance of cliques and the easing of
pressure to conform.
Carolyn, an Al-Monty freshmen resident,
said, "People don't care if you're exactly like
them as in high school; that type of b.s. isn't
evident here."
Margo Lindberg said, "People are not so
'cliqued up' at Central. you can have friends
from many different areas and groups, and
it's OK."
In learning more about themselves,
freshmen indicated responsjble freedom as
the most important. Once at ~allege, many
said they became more independent. frequently because the had to.
From laundry to homework, all agreed, "It
is up to you. If a person doesn't do
something (for himselfl, it won't get done."
Similarly. freshmen indicated they
became adept at making decisions independently. again because no one else .is
here to make decisions for them.

See FRESHMAN, page 98.

Once An Eagle a
By KIM STOKES
Of The Observer
Sometimes. when a person has the
somewhat dubious distinction of being called a book reviewer, others can easily
assume that .that person is an authority on
the subject.
That is not always true. and I'll be the first
to admit that. As a matter of fact. last year
someone accused me of reading "slop"
because I favor such authors as King and Irving.
So, if you're waiting for me to say that my
most favorite book is by Shakespeare,
Faulkner or Hemingway, then you might as
well give up right now.
The book I always recommend if anyone
asks. is Once an Eagle, by Anton Myrer. It is
about the military career of Sam Damon
that spans the years before World War I and
ends at the beginning of the Viet Nam conflict.
To quote the back cover of the book, ·'This
is the one they call 'America's WAR AND
PEACE.' It is a story as large as life itself t.he anguish. the heroism and the passion of
a generation swept by the winds of war."
And the Philidelphia Bulletin says, "Too
overwhelming, too awe-inspiring to keep to
yourself. ' '
So I won't.
I guess the main reason why I read this
book in the first .Place was because I had
often wondered what prompted men to go to
war with one another, and what it was like
for them physically and mentally.
The author had seen firsthand what this
was like. as he had been a marine during
World War II. so I figured he 'd be a pretty
good authority.

favoritel~I

The best part about this book, (or worst,
depending on how you look at it), is that
Myrer does an incredible job of describing
the characters and action, especially during
the WWII encounter with the Japanese in
the South Pacific:
"The night was perfectly still: the thick,
ominous silence before disaster. Damon
shook off the thought. Accustomed to the
darkness now, he saw Bowcher's hand
move, and inched his way forward. conscious of the preposterously loud slithering
rasp of his clothing on the crushed and matted growth. trying to minimize it.
''To his right the jungle hung in a high,
bristling, malevolent mass-trees and
creepers and fronds so tangled and interwoven you could feel their solidity. He worked his way up beside the Sergeant, felt the
lips against his ear:
" 'Bunker. There. See it?'
"Staring hard he shook his head: relaxed
then and swung his head slowly back and
forth, and did see it - a narrow horizontal
bar, blacker than black. broken by foliage.
Then he saw another behind it and to the
right. and what he thought was still another,
stepped back to the left.
"There was death. Well echeloned. Watching him calmly, perhaps. Perhaps not.''
This stuffs mild compared to the descriptions of the battle scenes.
It absolutely boggles me when I try to
understand why man commits such
atrocities against one another.
This book does not try to answer that
question, and as a work of fiction, it
shouldn't. But with all the unrest and confusion these days. maybe you might like to
read this book - if only to try and understand for yourself what it was that got us
here.
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Congratulations to the CWU Class of '84
A lot of things change when you
flip that tassel on your
mortarboard and head out into that
great big computer proficient
world. One thing changes for sure.
Once you graduate you are no
longer eligible for fantastic student
discounts on Digital Computers
from The University Store.
Don't wait until it's too late to take
advantage of our very special offer
to the class of '84. Just take one
more look at the features that set
the Digital Rainbow apart from the
competition.
Best of Show Two Years in a Row
Winner of the 1983 and 1984 International Design Award* for
craftsmanship and engineering the monitor tilts, the screen is antiglare, and the keyboard is sleek,
detachable, and intelligently
arranged - so you work more
easily, more productively.
More Power
With the Rainbow you get more
power (memory and storage)
standard than most other personal
computers. It's ready to start
working for you as soon as you
plug it in.

packages on any of five industrystandard operating systems.
You can tailor your Rainbow for
your particular applications.
The Rainbow Spans
Your Individual Needs
You can start small and work up
to more memory, more storage
capacity, and more computing
power as your needs grow and you
begin to use more complex
applications.
With the powerful floppy-based
Rainbow lOOB you can expand
memory up to 896KB. Plenty of
power for complex databases and
large spreadsheets!

With the lOOB's standard dual-disk
drives you can store the equivalent
of 400 typewritten pages without
switching floppies. And you can
double its floppy storage capacity,
if you wish.
Need still more? Get the Rainbow
with the 5 Megabyte hard disk, the
lowest priced hard-disk system in
the industry. It stores up to 2,500
typewritten pages of words or
data, more than enough fo r
anyone's needs.
And there's more. The Rainbow
100 + with its 10 Megabyte hard
disk. It stores up to 5,000 typewritten pages.

The Rainbow
Gives You More
Color. It dazzles you with up to 16
brilliant colors. You select them
from a palette of 4,096.
Clarity. Its high-resolution bitmapped-graphics monitor gives
you sharp reading, even when you
display your spreadsheet over 132
columns.
Keyboard. It looks great and feels
great. With its 105 keys laid out in
four logical groups, you can breeze
through reams of words or stacks
of numbers.
Convenience. You can stand
Rainbow's versatile system box on
the floor and save valuable desk
space .
Confidence. The Rainbow is
covered by the industry's most
comprehensive buyer protection
plan** featuring one-year on-site
service, and a "Hotline" Advisory
Service, at no extra cost .

Compare the Rainbow with any
other personal computer. Once you
try it you'll pick ... The Winner.

Pick Your Rainbow
Choose from three compatible
Rainbow models. They run more
than 1,000 popular software

* 1983 and 1984 iF "Good Industrial Design"
Award , Hanover Fair, W . Germany
•* Limited Warranty.
©Digital Equipment Corporation, 1984.
Rainbow and the Digital logo are trademarks of
Digital Equipment Corp.
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Come on into The University
Store between 9 a.m. and 12 noon
or 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. and get
personalized help from our in-store
Digital representative.

'"l hursday, May 31, 1984

FreshmanFrom page 78.

Other self-discovered realizations mentioned included the appreciation of the family. and an awareness and confidence in increased intelligence. Many indicated that
the knowledge gained was not just
academic. but greatly social. too.
Women commonly saw the competition
level in everything from fashion to friendship greatly reduced and also mentioned a
substantial decrease in gossiping.
In other areas relating to the ·'Ellensburg
experience." freshmen revealed some interesting expectations.
While some indicated the food is undeservingly "ranked" on and others thought the
weather would be more "predictable." most
comments dealt with the inadequacies of
residence halls.
Most thought the rooms would be larger
and would have more conveniences. Despite
the physical complaints. however, all found
dorm life to be nicer than previously envisioned.
"Coming from an 18-room house I
thought I'd never get used to such a small
place," Kosa said. "But I did."
Lindberg agreed with the attitude of most
when she said nearly all residents make an
effort to make the dorm ··a better place to
live."
Ellensburg is a special niche . Most
freshmen have found the first year here one
of the greatest times in their lives so far.
Dead sagebrush and wind gusts reminiscent of a ghost town or not. the first year at
Central is one full of life and tremendous
discovery and action.

Fashion show represents the year's work
By PAM SCHWANDER
Of The Observer
It all started from an idea and then it
was sketched on paper - a creme-colored
silk dress with a cowl neckline and an
elastic waistline - and after many hours
of designing and sewing. Central junior
Celia Hyman will model her idea, now a
reality. in this year's annual fashion
show, "Pattern Pieces," put on by advanced textiles students.
The show. which is co-sponsored by the
ASC and the Fashion Merchandising
Students' Association (FMSA). will take
place in the SUB pit today at noon and .
again at 1 p.m.
Hyman is one of the approximately 21
Central advanced textiles students enrolled in the home economics department's
fashion design and construction courses
who will display their spring quarter
classroom work:
Because classes grow harder
throughout the year, spring quarter is the
most intense. time for the students and the
fashion show is the climax of their whole
year's effort. according to Hyman.
"It's like our senior recital." she said.
"Our work represents the culmination of
the work we' ve done this year."
Many of the garments to be modeled are
ori~inal designs which began as a sketch,

such as Hyman's dress, and then were
either draped or drafted into apparel.
Pattern drafting is a process where a
designer takes an idea and makes a
clothing pattern on paper with a ruler and
pencil fr!Jm basic body measurements.
"It's hard because it's so technical."
said Donald Goodale. Central sophomore
textiles student. "It's art that comes over
a period of time.··
Draping is also a pattern-making process but. unlike drafting. it begins with
fabric, usually muslin because it's inexpensive.
An individual piece of garment. such as
a skirt, is cut out of muslin and fitted on a
dress form until the pieces' appropriate
size and style are achieved.
Then the individual muslin pieces are
marked and used as a pattern or the
muslin is traced onto paper for a pattern.
The students sew the muslin pattern
together into a mock garment. adjust it to
the body and then use the muslin as a pattern for the final product of the fashion
fabric.
Hyman, FMSA vice president, learned
how to sew before high school but it was a
Central pattern drafting class that made
her decide to major in fashion merchandising and fashion design and construction.
"That was it. There was no hope for me
to do anything else," Hyman said.

Becky Parker. another textiles student
involved with the show, will model a royal
purple Ultraseude fabric.
Parker made the jacket in her special
problems class, a course which deals with
difficult fabrics, such as Ultraseude, a
synthetic suede.
The fabric, a patented Japanese product
introduced in the late 1960s, costs $55 a
yard.
Goodale, who was recently accepted into the Fashion Institute of Technology in
New York, will model an originallydesigned men's jacket.
Goodale, who is also FMSA's secretary,
said he worked on the jacket all quarter in
his tailoring class.
"I can understand why they Uackets)
are $150 to $250 in the store," he said.
A male model will display a suit that
Julie Swanson made for her father in the
men's tailoring class.
"I like it because it's not something
everybody does," Swanson said, referring
to the men's tailoring.
All the textiles students will be presenting a wide variety of clothing for both
sexes and all ages. Hyman said.
FMSA has sponsored the show for the
past two years to give the club members
experience and allow the textile students
to show off their work.
"You build a fashion show like you
build a jacket," Hyman said.
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By KELLY MILLER

Computer director has
magic up his sleeve

Of The Observer
He placed three cards on the desk. The
first had a yellow dot on it. the second a red
dot and the third a blue dot. I was then asked
to select a card - I chose red.
He handed me a pouch and told me to read
what was on the paper inside. It told me, in
bright red letters. that because of my personality I would choose red.

Profile
The masterful magician who performed
this trick on me was Gary Smith, director of
CWU's Computer Services.
Before coming to Ellensburg. Smith worked at New Mexico Institute of Mining and
Technology in Socorro.
Smith said that when he left New Mexico
Tech. he wanted to work in an academic environment in a small town in the Pacific Northwest. He had never been to the Northwest
and said he had h~ard good thing's about it.
He said he left New Mexico Tech because
he likes to change jobs about every three
years. This is due to his "little philosophy
about managers in general."
He said he believes in a lot of ideas about
management that Robert Townsend has.
Townsend was president of Avis when
nobody knew what Avis was, according to
Smith. Townsend also wrote a book called
Further Up the Organization.

GARY SMITH: "Prostitution is not the oldest profession," says director of Computer
Services. "Magic is."

Part of this philosophy is that no executive
should last more than five years "in one job
description," meaning that you could stay
with one company if what you are doing
changes.
When Smith became director of Computer
Services, morale within the department was
low, he said. This was mainly because of
budget cuts and projects that needed funding, outdated equipment and reduction of
force within the staff. Smith said that nine
people had quit last year.
He attempted to turn the morale problem
around by "just being myself. I'm really a
short sleeved manager.·'
Smith said he has an open door policy and
his organizational structure is inverted, as

AC[ RECORDS

opposed to the "military type" pyramid.
"Generally. letting people know what
think, encouraging debate. and letting people tell me when they disagree with me and
why," is how Smith manages the department.
Smith describes the present state of the
department as "marginally adequate."
The department is behind the times but
making good improvement, according to
Smith. He is concerned about the amount of
accessibility of computer power.
Presently, 40 people can be "logged in" at
once. With 6,000 students, Smith said he
would like to work toward a larger number.
Computer services is not the same thing
as the computer science department. Computer services does not have a teaching
responsibility, Smith explained.
He said that the school is here to serve the
state, and computer services is here to serve
Central to meet those needs.
Aside from Smith's interests in computers, he also has a big interest in magic.
He first became interested in magic at an
early age. Now, Smith is a member of the
Society of American Magicians. He said he is
in the process of trying to form a chapter
here in Ellensburg.
"Prostitution is not the oldest profession,
magic is," Smith said.
He has not done any magic shows here in
Ellensburg yet. but hopes to after the department "isn't consuming 60 hours of my life
every week," said Smith.
Smith also has an interest in robotics
which was spurred by science fiction author
Issac Asmov, who wrote a series of novels
entitled I Robot.
Smith is also currently in the process of
trying to get his joke book published. The
book is called Jokes my Mother Never Told
Me.

Talking, people, listening. the outdoors,
mathematical recreation (puzzles). reading,
photography and "strange women" (meaning interesting women), are among some of
Smith's other interests.
Smith's wide range of interests has not
gone unnoticed. He said someone accused
him once of "having wisdom without losing
his enthusiam for youth."
He said he feels that that was an "incredible compliment." He said he sees it as he
"never had the courage to grow up."
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Sports
Straight Shots, Old Timers win titles
By KEVIN ROEN
Of The Observer
The intramural softball season has come
to a conclusion, and the three league champions have been crowned.
In the coed division, The Tav Old Timers
downed the Cal Coolers 10-3. It was the
Coolers' first loss of the season.
In the women's league. the Straight Shots
downed the Silver Bullets 4-3. The men's title game was postponed until yesterday.
The Coolers' performance this season was
an exact copy of last year. In 1983 the team.
the known as the Billy Brawlers in honor of
former major league manager Billy Martin,
went through the season with ' an
unblemished record. And just like this year.
they tasted defeat for the first time in the
championship game.
Coolers' manager Dan Wrigley said he
thought his team would be one of the better
squads in the league, but he had hoped for a
d:fferent outcome.
"We expected to have a good year," he
said. "The nucleus of last year's team was
back.
"It wasn't too thrilling to lose. We picked
the wrong day to have a bad game."
In the women's league, the title belongs to
the Straight Shots. They claimed the victory
with a hard-fought 4-3 win over the rival
Silver Bullets.
In the title game. a home run in the eighth
inning by Angela Ochs proved to be the difference.
The Straight Shots' manager Deb Saldivar
said she expected to do well this season,
especially after they won the pre-season
tournament.
"We had mostly the same players <,lS last
year," she said. "A few of us played together
in high school and in summer leagues. So I
expected it.·'
Not all of the players from last year's
Silver Bullets team returned. Some of the
branched off to form their own team - the
Straight Shots.
Sophomore Ann Larson. the Silver
Bullets' manager. said there is quite a
rivalry between the two teams.
"There is a lot of tension every time we
play them." she said. "Every time we play
them we play them we want to beat them
bad. It was the same thing in basketball."
This year the Silver Bullets have came up
with the short end of the stick in this rivalry
in two sports. Not only did the Straight
Shots capture the softball championship.
they also won-the women's league basketball title. Ironically. the team they beat in
the basketball title tilt was the Silver
Bullets.

CHAMPIONS - The Straight Shots (top photo) and The Tav Old Timers were crowned as intramural softball champions
last week. The Straight Shots won the women's league championship with a 4-3 victory over the Silver Bullets in the title
game. A home run in the eighth inning by Angela Ochs of the Straight Shots was the game-winner. The Tav Old Timers
handed the Cal Coolers their first loss of the season, 10-3 in the coed championship game. The men's title contest was
played yesterday.
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Harshman becomes All-American in 10,000
By BRENDA BERUBE
Of The Observer
Paul Harshman was just shy of ending his collegiate track
career as a two-event All-American last weekend in
Charleston, W .Va .. at the national NAIA track meet.
Harshman finished third in the 10,000-meter run with a
time of 30:07 to easily give him the title of an All-American.
His performance in the 5,000 meters placed him seventh in
the event, just short of top honors. A competitor must finish
in the top six to be dubbed an All-American.
Lona Joslin also represented Central in the meet. She
placed 11th in the heptathlon.
Hars hman, who entered the meet with the top NAIA time of
. 29:41, fell behind the No. 1 runner, Sam Montoya of Adams
State, Colo., who finished with a time of 29:22.
'Tm happy about the 10,000. I went for it. The guy who
won also won the 5,000," Harshman said.
"Both the No. 1 and No. 2 runners were impressive. It
(finishing third) wasn't any big disappointment and nothing
I'm ashamed of.
"The guys who finisheu c1.nead of me were good, but the No.
1 runner was great.··
The 5,000. however. was disappointing. Harshman saw his
sixth place position disappear in a matter of seconds.
"I ran a real smart race until the last 100 meters. There was
no way to accelerate and catch up," he said.
"I had a good lead and looked back with about 40 yards to
go and he (the sixth place finisher) was passing me. He
caught me by surprise. I under-estimated his kick."
If Harshman would have finished sixth in the 5,000 he
would have been the first Central competitor to become an
All-American in two separate events.
"Being an All-American is neat," Harshman said. "But
being one of the top three finishers is even better."
Joslin didn't have the weekend she had hoped for. Her
placing of 11th in the heptathlon with 4,421 points was well
below her district point total and the winner, Jennifer
Schwarz of Azusa Pacific. set a national record with 4 ,981
points.
Joslin. who placed eighth in last year's national meet,
scored 4,647 in winning the NAIA District 1 heptathlon last

HOME FROM BACK EAST - Long distance runner Paul Harshman and heptathlete Lona Joslin returned to
Ellensburg this week after participating in last week's national NAIA track and field meet at Charleston, W.Va.
month. Had she equaled her district point total at the
national meet, she would have placed fourth.
Going into the second day of the seven-event, two-day
event Joslin was in fifth place, but just couldn't hold on.
"The cards weren't right." she said.
"The heat was bad but the main problem was my nerves.
The nerves really upset my stomach.
"My coach told me it was because I was trying too hard and
forcing things.'' Joslin said. ''If I had it to do all over again I'd
try and relax more.''
Head men's coach Spike Arlt attended the meet with Joslin
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#8

Kelly Service Inc.
"The Kelly Girl People"

FOOTLOOSE

Heartbeat City

#7

Summer jobs in Seattle

Shop Bi-Mart for
the best prices
on the

----------·
r--cLiPANo

because head women's coach Tim Clark stayed in Ellensburg
awaiting the birth of his first child.
At the national meet. Joslin set a personal best for this year
in the 800 meters (2 :42.5). and her 100 hurdles ( 16.2) , high
jump (5 feet)and 200 meters (26.98) were average, but her
performances in the long jump ( 14-6) and javelin (99-5) were
well below her past performances.
"In the long jump my steps weren't right and that really
hurt me," she said.
' Tm just going to take it easy now and just do some jogging
and stay in shape. It' s been a long six months."

EVERYDAY LOW
Bl-MART PRICED...

69 7
EACH

-Office Clerical
Call for information at any
o·ne of the offices convenient to you.

KENNY ROGERS
Duets

#10

SCORPIONS
Love At First Sting

#11

Seattle 382-0390

HUEY LEWIS

Lynnwood 775-0494

Sports

#12

MICHAEL JACKSON
Thriller

EVERYDAYLOW
Bl-MART PRICED...

59 7
EACH

Bellevue 454-7230

Give the gift
of music.

Renton 226-9210
Federal Way/Tacoma 838-5880

Located at608 E. Mountain View Ave ., Ellensburg
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Foursome earns
academic honors

Four CWU athletes have been selected
NAIA District I Scholar-Athletes for the
1983-84 academic year.
Central's winners were Tim DeGross,
football; Robin MacAlpine. wrestling; John
Sayre, men' s swimming; and Mary Alice
Lehning, women's swimming.
DeGross, Sayre and Lehning were also
named to the NAIA Academic All-American

teams in their respective sports earlier this
year.
DeGross. who graduated with a degree in
business administration winter quarter, was
on Central's Dean's List and was a second
team NAIA All-American at defensive
tackle.
MacAlpine, a junior majoring in sociology.
was the 1984 national NAIA wrestling

Men place high in standings
Central's men finished second and Central's women finished fifth in the NAIA
District 1 all-sports standings released this
week.
Th«; standings are based on a pointsystem which takes into consideration the
district placing in each sport a school participates in and the number of schools competing in that sport.
CWU's men finished with 158.35 points.
while the Wildcat women had 77.012
points. Pacific Lutheran University won
both the men's and women's championships, scoring 190.686 points in the men's

First Child
Clarks add new member to family

division and 121.71 in the women's portion.
Central's men won district championships in football, basketball and swimming
this year. PLU also won three district championships. but made up considerable points
in soccer (in which Central does not field a
district-participating team) and tennis.

So just what kept head women's track
coach Tim Clark home from the national
NAIA track and field meet last week?
And what kept Lori Clark from
teaching her classes last Thursday?
Nothing much. Just the birth of their
first child.
A baby boy weighing in at 7 pounds,
1.6 ounces and 191/2 inches long, was
born May 24 at 4 p.m. to the Clarks.

CWU's women did not win a district
championship this year. PLU, Western
Washington and Gonzaga each won two.
Last year Central's men also placed second in the district all-sports standings and
its women also · placed fourth.

Just A Reminder .

champion at 126 pounds.
Sayre will graduate in June with a degree
in information systems. The swimmer from
Spokane is an eight-time national champion
and wa,s the NAIA Swimmer of the Year in
both 1983 and 1984.
Lehning, who won All-American honors in
the 400 medley relay and 800 free relay. is
majoring in biology.

• •

In addition to coaching track, Tim is an
assistant football coach at Central. Lori is
CWU's assistant swimming coach.
Patrick Gene Clark is doing fine,
according to Tim.
Word has it Lori already has Patrick
learning the crawl stroke in the bathtub
and Tim is racing him around the
nursery.

Lunch Special
Corn beef sandwich,
served with a·cup of
soup and a soft drink
$3.99

Your $1.00 donation for the 1984
Senior Class Tree may be made
in the SUB booth today.

Try our baked potatoes.
With 8 varieties of toppings
to choose from.

Dedication of the Class Tree
is at 5:30 p.m., June 8.

Sandwiches Gail Jones
Alumni Affairs

Soup -

Ice Cream

Mon -F-ri 7 am -7 p m
Sat 8 a.m -6 pm
Closed Sunday
408 N Main - Ellensburg -

962·6661

no
Bankcards
415 No. Pine

925-913-1

( next to Penney3 J

SPRING SPECIALS
Athletic shoes - Hi Tops------------- 25% off
Wilson Kramer rackets------------- save 35.00
10 Speeds Nishiki -------------· 10% off

ocean pacific

Shoes Low Tops-------------· 15 % off

®

Gloves

II
I

:

:
411 N. Ruby- Ellensburg -

Thursday, May 31, 1984

925-3124

--------------

40 % off

FOUR SEASON SPORTS

1

1------------ Bankcards and personal charge welcome _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,

bats

Sweat shirts·------------- 30% off
Swimsuits ______________ 20% off

Boys - Girls - Juniors - Women and Men
Select one item from a iarge assortment of this
seasons Ocean Pacific Sport Wear and receive Free
an Official O.P. Cap or Frisbee, hurry in while
supplies l a s t ! - - - - - - - - - - -

~

I
I
1

COUPON

•- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,I
'
I

O.P. CLOTHES
"except swimsuits"

1

40% OFF
expires

:

:
I
I
1

6-4-84.

·---------------------------------~
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Live Rock 'n' Roll
End of school special
All day long

SATURDAY
JUNE 2
June 1 & 2
and June 8 & 9

$ .25 SCHOONERS
$1.50 PITCHERS

"The Panic Partners"
9:30 - 1:30 a.m.
In three weeks:

"The Nash Band"

Come join the celebration!
1 p.m. 'ti/ closing

June 15 & 16
9:30 - 1:30 a.m.

UGLY BEAR
TAVERN

Beat the Crowd!

1984-85 ASC
POSITION OPENINGS
ASC PROGRAMMING AGENCY
Current Events Coordinator - Responsible for scheduling and coordinating
speakers, current events seminars, special issue weeks, and "Curbstone" programs
in SUB Pit. Qualified applicants will have an awareness of current issues thai interest
students. Previous programming experience desirable. Hourly wage negotiable.
Fine Arts Coordinator - Responsible for scheduling and coordinating art, music,
drama, and dance programs for ASC. A fine arts major and previous programming
experience desirable. Hourly wage negotiable.

Spring Fashion Show
Thursday May 31,
at noon in the SUB Pit
The Fashion Merchandising Student Association of C. W. U. invite you to join their Annual Spring
Fashion Extravaganza. Over 40 garments by student designers. Both Mens and Womens clothing
in a variety of fashions and designs.

These are the hottest looks around!

148 -
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Advertising Coordinator - Responsible for campus, city, and regional advertising
and promotion of ASC programming. Qualified applicants will have previous advertising experience or have . completed DE461. Background in public relations, journalism, or communications desirable . Hourly wage negotiable.

ASC OFFICE
Secretarial Personnel (3 positions) - Duties include serving as receptionist, typing,
and filing. Minimum 35 words per minute. Some administrative duties. $3. 35 per
hour.
Information Booth Personnel (3 positions) research, and development. $3. 35 per hour.

Duties include information refertal,

Applications available at ASC office, SUB 102. Work-study recipients are encouraged to apply.

Thursday, May 31, 1984

A
Campus
Calendar
May

31

Eight Days
Joint Student Recital: Mark Adamo, Trombone and Jim Christiansen, Trombone and
Tuba, Hertz, 8 p.m., free.
Nutrition Workshop'
School, 7-9 p.m., free.

Morgan

Middle

Fashion Show: presented by the fashion
merchandising students, SUB pit, noon.

PRSSA Meeting: SUB 207, 7 p.m.

Around and About: Campus news broadcast, 6:30 p.~ .. Channel 2.

Thursday

NAJE Night: featuring small group Jazz
Combos, Hertz, 8 p.m.

1

PRSSA year-end Banquet,Holiday Inn,
6:30p.m.

Friday

2

Concerto Aria Concert: featuring student
soloists in performance with the Central
Symphony, 7 p.m., Hertz.

Saturday

Student. Recital: Talman Welle, piano,
Hertz, 5 p.m.

3

Crisis Line Pool Party: Kittitas Memorial
Pool, 9-11:30 p.m., $2.

Sunday

LAST DAY OF CLASSES

- - - - -- - - - - - - -· -----------~c---~ ----

---------

~ .. Monday
FINALS

5

Central Gay Alliance Meeting: SUB 207. 7
p.m.

Tuesday

FINALS

6

Wednesday

FINALS

7

Thursday

Campus Briefs
Student Loans
The Washington state Council for
Postsecondary Education (CPE) has
authorized CWU to make loans totalling
$55,600 during the 1984-85 academic year
to full-time Washington resident students.
CWU students planning to become
mathematics or science teachers are eligible
to apply for student loans ranging from $600
to $2,500 per year with demonstrated
financial need.
The state legislature has set aside
$300,000 for 1984-85 academic year to be
devided among 15 Washington colleges and
universities.
Central's allocation is the
largest in the state and is based on the 22.5
percent of the state's teachers, certified
between 1980 and 1982, who are graduates.
To qualify for the loan program, CWU
students must be majoring in one of nine
disciplines: chemistry, mathematics,
physics, earth science, biological sciences,
or in physical science-broad area, sciencebroad area junior, science-mathematics for
elementary teachers, or science elementary.
Under the loan program, students could
qualify for up to $10.000 in loans, at 9

Thursday, May 31, 1984

percent interest. over a four-year period. For
each ""year the loan recipient teaches after
graduation. one-tenth of the. loan will be
forgiven. So, if that recipient teaches math
or science in Washington public schools for
10 years after graduation. the entire loan
will be forgiven.
Eligible students must have an academic
grade point average of 3.0 on a 4.0 scale,
with demonstrated financial need and
preparing for teaching careers in math and
science.
The first loans will be awarded for fall
quarter 1984, so prospective math or
science teachers currently studying at CWU
are urged to apply immediately, through
Central's Financial Aid office in Barge 209.
Washington's math-science loan program
was passed shortly after the April 1983
release of a report by the National
Commission on Excellence in Education
which documented a "particularly severe"
national short<;=tge of mathematics and
science teachers. Citing a 1981 survey of 45
states, the report revealed math teacher
shortages in 43 states and critical shortages
of earth science teachers in 33 states, and of
physics teachers everywhere.

Scholarship News
The Tacoma Chapter of the American
Institute of Banking is offering a $1,000
scholarship for the 1984-85 school year. A
parent of the student must have worked fulltime in banking for three consecutive years
and the parent must be a Tacoma Chapter
American Institute of Banking member for
the previous two years.
For further
information, contact the Office of Financial
Aid, Barge 206.

Central Symphony Concert
Five CWU music students will perform
June 2 as soloists with the Central
Symphony in Hertz Recital Hall at 7 p.m.
Admission is free.
According to Dr. Eric Roth, Central
Symphony conductor. the Saturday
performance will feature the best efforts of
the best Central music students, selected
through auditions with music department
faculty and students.
Soloists include Greg Starr, performing
St. Saens' piano concerto; Lisa Lanza,
playing Scrialin's piano concerto; tenor Ray
Cunha, singing "La Fleur" from Carmen;

Lisa Faulkner, headlining Marcello's oboe
concerto; and Eric Brengelmann. presenting
Von Weber's bassoon concerto. The
Central Symphony will also present the
overture from ''The Marriage of Figaro,'' by
Motzart and St. Saens' "Dance Macabre,"
conducted by assistant conductor Michael
Faris. Graduate assistant Chris Bruya will
conduct the symphony for the Sacrialin
piano concerto.

Crimson Cortege
Cortege members are CWU juniors who
have compiled the highest culmulative
grade point average.
The Crimson Cortege will lead the CWU
faculty and graduates into Nicholson
Pavilion at 10 a.m. to begin the graduation
ceremony.
According to Registrar Louis Bovos, 1,606
persons
have
completed degree
requirements at CWU during the past year,
including 1.465 candidates for bachelors'
degrees and 141 candidates for masters'
degrees.
The Crimsen Cortege members are:
Sophia Eberhart, Jennifer Elf, Karen
Edwards, Cindy Burnett, Wendy Mock and
Ming Chang.
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Here is a list of current edition textbooks for which we are
offering at least 60% of the current list price. If you have one of
these red hot used textbooks, dig it out, dust it off and drag it
on in for the very best buyback available - only at The University
Store.

CLASS

AUTHOR

TITLE

Current
List
Price

••• and if you didn't find your old
textbook on our special list - don't
worry - we're giving top dollar for your
used textbooks. That's right, we'll give
you a minimum of 50% for most
readopted textbooks in undamaged
condition, (i.e., covers intact, firm
bindings, pages complete, pages intact
and free from water damage). Why?
Because we want your used textbooks
and we want to remain numero uno in
textbooks!

University
Store
Buyback
Price*

Effective Business Comm., 4th ed.
25.50
15.30
Contemporary Business, 3rd ed.
25.95
15.60
15.75
Human Side of Biology, '83 ed.
26.25
Structured BASIC, '83 ed.
17.50
10.50
Fundamentals of Financial
17.95
29.95
Management, 3rd ed.
Elements of Physical Geography,
17.40
28.95
GEOG 107 Strahler
3rd ed.
Physical Geology, 2nd ed.
19.40
11.65
GEOL 145 Plummer
Management, 2nd ed.
27.95
16.80
Kreitner
MGT 380
MUS 144
Benjamin
Music for Analysis, 2nd ed.
20.95
12.60
MATH 163 Swokowski Algebra & Trigonometry with
25.00
15.00
All during Buyback Week, we are featuring
Analytic Geometry, 5th ed.
our usual End of the Quarter 20%
Stumpf
PHIL 101
Socrates to Sartre, 3rd ed.
23.95
14.40
Discount Sale. Come on in and. ·t~e-:·:.-.·· .· .... :.. -:·:·
Blatt
PHYS 111
Principles of Physics, '83 ed.
33.45
20.05
adv8Jlta et be.~Jth-) ~&.Qli/b:t* ·;:;i=j·i(:·:·:=-:·:-::::-:-:-::·:
Woolfolk
PSY 315
Educational Psychology for
22.-95-..·.·.·:.1.a.-a~.-:·:·:.·:·:.·:·:·"'vaf.Je:tv· ·~f.dt;J~fl~~·:~:·:=:·:··=·:·:·::.:.::::·:.}::::::.::::;:}:{:
Teachers, 2nd ed.
·:·:~·... :.... ·.!!·:·.·.:·. .· · · .. ~·· · "..
ZOOL 270 Griffiths
Introduction to Human Physiology,
29.95
17.95 . . ...... · .~.1?J:~~~~-.~::f:l~l!~~:e:'P~l:f!~~::t!!!f!!·~~~::~~~::·::::::·:=::::::::::::
.
.
.
.
.
.· .... · .. ·.· .·.... ., ..............-...... ~r,ftt;. ~[tm&11.~·a~."""''""··"······"""""······"·.·.-·.-.·.-·.·.·.··"·····
*Pnces may mcrease 1f publishers' pnces chang~. . . . . ......·........ .·:-·:·:·:··· ·:-:.·.-:·:.:.-:-:.:.·:·:·:.-.-;.;.;.-:·:·:.-.·:·:· .·:·:·:.-.-:.:.-:·:·:··-·:·:·:··:·:·:··:·:·:.·:·:·:.-.·:·:·:··:·:·:.-:·:·:-·:·:·:··.-:·:·:·

ADOM 385
ADOM 201
BIOL 104
CPSC 101
FIN 370

Murphy
Boone
Mason
Teglovic
Brigham

20% ZJ~ Saki
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